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By Chabon, Michael

Book Condition: New. Publisher/Verlag: HarperCollins US | A Novel | Chabon delivers a big-hearted,
exhilarating novel exploring the profoundly intertwined lives of two Oakland families | As the
summer of 2004 draws to a close, Archy Stallings and Nat Jaffe are still hanging in there, longtime
friends, band mates and co-regents of Brokeland Records, a kingdom of used vinyl located in the
sketchy yet freewheeling borderlands of Berkeley and Oakland, on the quintessential East Bay
avenue that gives the book its title. Their wives, Gwen Shanks and Aviva Roth-Jaffe, are the Berkeley
Birth Partners, a pair of semi-legendary nurse midwives who have welcomed, between them, more
than a thousand new-minted little citizens into the dented utopia at whose heart, half tavern, half
temple, stands Brokeland Records. Archy and Gwen are expecting their first baby; Nat and Aviva
have a teenaged son, Julius. Cranky, flawed, and loving each other with all the fierceness weve
come to expect of Chabon characters, they have worked to construct lives and livelihoods that have
a groove, looking to connect across barriers of race and class, and clinging to a sense of order and
security through their stubbornly old-school ways. When ex-NFL quarterback Gibson Goode, the...
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ReviewsReviews

An exceptional publication and also the typeface applied was fascinating to learn. It normally will not expense excessive. Your life period will be transform
once you comprehensive looking over this pdf.
-- Ra chelle O 'Connell-- Ra chelle O 'Connell

Unquestionably, this is actually the very best job by any publisher. It really is basic but unexpected situations within the 50 % from the book. I discovered
this book from my dad and i advised this publication to discover.
-- Dr . Willis Wa lter-- Dr . Willis Wa lter
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